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NEW QUESTION: 1
You develop data engineering solutions for a company. An
application creates a database on Microsoft Azure. You have the
following code:
Which database and authorization types are used? To answer,
select the appropriate option in the answer area.
NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point.
Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation:
Box 1: Azure Cosmos DB
The DocumentClient.CreateDatabaseAsync(Database,
RequestOptions) method creates a database resource as an

asychronous operation in the Azure Cosmos DB service.
Box 2: Master Key
Azure Cosmos DB uses two types of keys to authenticate users
and provide access to its data and resources: Master Key,
Resource Tokens Master keys provide access to the all the
administrative resources for the database account. Master keys:
* Provide access to accounts, databases, users, and
permissions.
* Cannot be used to provide granular access to containers and
documents.
* Are created during the creation of an account.
* Can be regenerated at any time.
Incorrect Answers:
Resource Token: Resource tokens provide access to the
application resources within a database.
References:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/dotnet/api/microsoft.azure.doc
uments.client.documentclient.createdatabaseasync
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/cosmos-db/secure-accessto-data

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which three actions are supported by file policies? (Choose
three.)
A. detect malware
B. bypass
C. block files
D. block malware
E. malware cloud lookup
F. Spero dynamic analysis
Answer: C,D,E

NEW QUESTION: 3
You have several Azure virtual machines that run Windows Server
2019.
You need to identify the distinct event IDs of each virtual
machine as shown in the following table.
How should you complete the Azure Monitor query? To answer,
drag the appropriate values to the correct locations. Each
value may be used once, more than once, or not at all. You may
need to drag the split bar between panes or scroll to view
content.
Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation:
You can use makelist to pivot data by the order of values in a

particular column. For example, you may want to explore the
most common order events take place on your machines. You can
essentially pivot the data by the order of EventIDs on each
machine.
Example:
Event
| where TimeGenerated &gt; ago(12h)
| order by TimeGenerated desc
| summarize makelist(EventID) by Computer
Reference:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-monitor/log-query/
advanced-aggregations
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